
Subject: The End is Nigh
Posted by Mark L on Mon, 31 Aug 2015 15:34:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I keep hearing that anyway. I have a link below to a video someone sent me about the The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) I've been seeing stuff like this for a while. This latest link came from
someone in the faith message. 

Basically the collider is used to accelerate particles "almost" at the speed of light in opposite
directions and collide them. Very very very expensive.  They think they will gain some serious
scientific knowledge from it. I think they're right. Leaving aside the spiritual I think it is very
interesting. 

The LHC is the largest machine in the world. It took thousands of scientists, engineers and
technicians decades to plan and build, and it continues to operate at the very boundaries of
scientific knowledge.

The issue here is a lot of xians believe it will open the door to the demonic realm and opening the
door to a lot of end time events. The rapture being one. I'm also hearing a lot of end time stuff is
going to happen in Sept. Stock market crash etc. So is the sky falling? Do we need to sell our
houses and escape to the country? 

I normally wouldn't say anything but this talk is on every hand. While it is possible Sept could bring
some serious problems in the world I seriously doubt we are seeing the bottomless pit being
opened etc. 

I don't think it is time for the really serious end time stuff to start. Even if some serious stuff
happens this Sept (and I doubt it) Its just the world going on as usual. Wars happen stock market
goes up and down the world goes on. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9PNdijDJCw&app=desktop

http://home.web.cern.ch/topics/large-hadron-collider
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